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Attributes and Advancement 

Each spacer has four attributes: strength, dexterity, 

intelligence, charisma. You start with one attribute at 
d8, one at d6, and two at d4. Upon completing a 

mission, raise one of your attributes a die value, up to 

a maximum of d12. 

Dice and Challenges 

Roll your attribute against the difficulty set by the 

narrator, which scales from d4 for easy to d20 for 

complicated. If you tie, you achieve partial success or 

success with some drawback. Whenever you roll the 
maximum, you may trade the result to roll the next 

higher die. If you have advantage, roll twice and take 

the higher result; if you have disadvantage, roll twice 
and take the lower result. To help an ally, make the 

same roll; on an even number, add +1, but on a natural 

1, subtract -1. Advantages and disadvantages do not 
stack but they do cancel each other out. 

Initiative and Actions 

Each spacer rolls dexterity or intelligence against the 

enemies; the highest roll determines which crew goes 
first. Each spacer and enemy gets one action per turn. 

You can move and make a melee attack as one action. 

Unless you are ambushed, rolling charisma before a 

battle gives your crew advantage on initiative. 

Weapons and Armor 

Melee attacks use strength. Ranged attacks use 

dexterity. Two-handed weapons give advantage on 

causing wounds. Using two one-handed weapons gives 
advantage on attacking. Throwing weapons can hit close 

or near targets and only require one hand. Ranged 

weapons can hit close, near, and far targets, but have 
disadvantage against close targets. Unarmed attacks 

have disadvantage. A forcefield gives advantage on 

dexterity rolls made to avoid blaster attacks, cannot be 
worn with armor. Armor gives advantage on strength 

rolls to avoid wounds but gives disadvantage on all 

dexterity rolls. Power armor gives advantage on all 
strength rolls, but gives disadvantage on all dexterity 

and charisma rolls. 

Wounds and Healing 

When you get hit, roll strength against it to determine 

if you are wounded. Each wound causes an attribute of 
your choice to gain disadvantage. When all your 

attributes have disadvantage, you are unconscious. If 

your whole crew is unconscious, they are all killed. After 
a battle, unconscious spacers wake up. You may avoid 

taking a wound by allowing one of your items to become 

broken and nonfunctional. Once per scene, you can roll 
intelligence against d6 to heal a wound, with 

disadvantage on healing yourself. 

Ranges and Movement 

There are three ranges: close, near, and far. You can 

move one range increment with an action. Cover gives 
advantage on dexterity rolls to avoid ranged attacks. 

Enemies and Defenses 

Enemies are ranked from d4 to d20 and can be 

standards or elites. Standards only take one wound to 
defeat, but elites require three and could also have 

special abilities, like killbots making three attacks per 

turn, xenids having advantage on initiative, or psion 

attacks ignoring armor. When an enemy attacks, you 

roll dexterity to avoid it. You can use charisma to 
taunt an enemy, forcing it to attack you until another 

spacer attacks it, or misdirect it, preventing it from 

attacking you until you attack it. Whenever your crew 
outnumbers all remaining standards or wounded elites, 

you may roll charisma to intimidate them into fleeing 

if they’re able or surrendering if not. 

Equipment and Credits 

You begin play with three pieces of equipment, including 

weapons, armor, forcefields, and kits. You may carry up 

to five pieces of equipment. Ranged and thrown 

weapons do not require ammunition. A kit gives 
advantage on attribute rolls for a non-combat purpose, 

such as arc cutters for using strength to break doors, 

laser snips for using dexterity to disarm a bomb, a 
black box for using intelligence to hack a computer, or 

a pheromone hypo for using charisma to seduce a 

diplomat. Your crew begins play with a credit value of 
1. Healing all your crew’s wounds while at a base or one 

regen hypo that heals all a spacer’s wounds costs 1, 

melee weapons, throwing weapons, armor, and kits cost 
2, one-handed blasters and forcefields 3, and two-

handed blasters and power armor cost 4. Broken 

equipment can be repaired in the field with an 

intelligence against d8 roll, or at a base for 1 credit if 
the roll fails. 

Starships and Boarding 

Starships have four attributes: engines, computers, 

shields, and weapons. Whenever a spacer makes a 
roll while in a starship, roll both their attribute and the 

starship’s attribute and take the highest result. A 

starship’s speed is determined by its engines attribute. 
Its sensors and communications fall under computers; 

achieving a lock on a target using computers gives 

advantage on weapons rolls against it for one turn, but 
can be countered by the target’s computers. Its 

weapons function at all ranges. When a starship gets 

hit, roll shields against it to resist taking damage. 

Whenever a starship is damaged, one of its attributes 
gains disadvantage. When all a starship’s attributes are 

damaged, it is disabled; if it is damaged again before 

being repaired, it is destroyed. A fighter is Ed10, Cd4, 
Sd6, Wd6. A cruiser is Ed6, Cd8, Sd8, Wd6. A 

battleship is Ed6, Cd4, Sd10, Wd10. A scout is Ed4, 

Cd8, Sd6, Wd4. A carrier is Ed4, Cd8, Sd12, Wd6. A 
shuttle is Ed4, Cd4, Sd4, Wd4. Starships may be 

upgraded by spending credits equal to the next highest 

die, up to d12. A starship’s attributes can be boosted to 
gain advantage by giving another attribute 

disadvantage for at least one turn. It costs 1 credit to 

repair each of a starship’s attributes while at a base. 

Missions and Rewards 

You advance and earn credits by completing missions, 
which are usually offered at bases. While at a base, 

rolling intelligence against d8 reveals some detail 

about the objective, such as its location, special abilities, 
or what kits might be useful to reach it. Rolling 

charisma against d6 increases the credit payout by 1. 

Each spacer may attempt each of these rolls once per 
mission. A successful mission increases your crew’s 

credit by at least 1. 


